Between Cult and Culture:
Bamiyan, Islamic Iconoclasm, and the Museum
Finbarr Barry Flood
He turned his head like an old tortoise in the sunlight. "Isit true
that there are many images in the Wonder House of Lahore?" He

repeated the last words as one making sure of an address. "That
is true," said Abdullah. "It is full of heathen bfits. Thou also art an
idolater."

"Nevermind him,"said Kim. "Thatis the Government's house
and there is no idolatry in it, but only a Sahib with a white beard.

Come with me and I will show."-Rudyard Kipling, Kim
In other words, the unique value of the "authentic"work of art
has its basis in ritual, the location of its original use value. This
ritualistic basis, however remote, is still recognizable as secularized ritual even in the most profane forms of the cult of beauty.-

Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction"1

There can be little doubt that the recent destruction of the
monumental rock-cut Buddhas at Bamiyan by the former
Taliban government of Afghanistan will define "Islamic iconoclasm" in the popular imagination for several decades to
come (Figs. 1, 2). To many commentators, the obliteration of
the Buddhas seemed to hark back to a bygone age, reinforcing the widespread notion that Islamic culture is implacably
hostile to anthropomorphic art. Even those who pointed to
outbursts of image destruction in medieval and early modern
Europe saw these as stages on the road to Western modernity;2 the persistence of the practice in the Islamic world
seemed to offer implicit proof of an essential fixation on
figuration fundamentally at odds with that modernity.
Common to almost all accounts of the Buddhas' demolition was the assumption that their destruction can be situated
within a long, culturally determined, and unchanging tradition of violent iconoclastic acts. Collectively or individually,
these acts are symptomatic of a kind of cultural pathology
known as Islamic iconoclasm, whose ultimate origins, to
quote K.A.C. Creswell's telling comment, lie in "the inherent
temperamental dislike of Semitic races for representational
art."3 The iconoclastic outburst of Afghanistan's rulers thus
confirmed the status of that country as out of time with
Western modernity, by reference to an existing discourse
within which image destruction indexed the inherently medieval nature of Islamic culture.4 As Carl Ernst has noted
recently, the traditional one-dimensional portrait of Muslim
iconoclasm "does not acknowledge its subjects as actors in
historical contexts."5
The conception of a monolithic and pathologically Muslim
response to the image, which substitutes essentialist tropes
for historical analysis, elides the distinction between different
types of cultural practices. It not only obscures any variation,
complexity, or sophistication in Muslim responses to the
image but also a priori precludes the possibility of iconoclastic "moments" in Islamic history, which might shed light on
those complex responses.6 To use a European analogy, it is as

if the destruction of pagan images by Christians in late antiquity, the mutilation of icons in ninth-century Byzantium,
the iconoclastic depredations of the Reformation, and the
events of the French Revolution could all be accommodated
under the single rubric Christian iconoclasm.
The methodological problems stemming from the naturalization of historical acts need hardly be highlighted, and they
are compounded by three further aspects of traditional scholarship on Islamic iconoclasm. The first is the idea that Islamic
iconoclasm is the product of a specific theological attitude,
with only secondary political and no aesthetic content. A
second, closely related assumption is that the iconoclastic acts
of medieval Muslims were primarily directed at the (religious) art of the non-Muslim "other."7 The third, and most
striking, peculiarity of the existing discourse on iconoclasm
in the medieval Islamic world is that, remarkably for a practice that concerns the physical transformation of material
objects, such discussions are almost always confined to texts,
making only passing reference to surviving objects, if at all.
Moreover, the dominance of the text has been marked by the
essentialist approach to Islam and the image referred to
previously, with a corresponding failure to interrogate or
problematize the vocabulary of iconoclasm. Despite the
abundant material evidence, there is, as yet, not a single
systematic survey (textual or material) of what precisely was
done in any region of the medieval world to images by
Muslims who objected to them. As a result, rhetorical claims
of image destruction have often been taken at face value,
even when not borne out by archaeological or art historical
evidence.8
In this short paper, which deals with a broad sweep of
material, I want to draw attention to some of the problems
with the traditional paradigms that I have just outlined, to
illustrate some of the many paradoxes that complicate our
notion of Islamic iconoclasm, and to highlight areas for
future investigation. Although there are other facets of the
history and historiography of Islamic iconoclasm that merit
analysis,9 my aim here is twofold. First, I want to undertake a
critique of essentialist conceptions of Muslim iconoclasm that
draws attention to the fact that figuration has been a contested issue even between Muslims and that emphasizes that
there have been iconoclastic "moments" in Islamic history
when the debate (and its physical correlate in image destruction) waxed in intensity. Second, I intend to highlight some
complementary political aspects of what has largely been
conceived of as a theological impulse. Both of these concerns
inform the historical overview of iconoclastic practice in the
first two sections of the essay, which provide the context for
an analysis of the Bamiyan episode that follows in the third
and final section.
The primary focus will be on the iconoclastic practices of
Muslims living in the eastern Islamic world, especially Afghan-
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istan and India. If I ignore the relationship with Byzantium here,
it is primarily to compensate for an ethnocentric bias that has
led to the discourse on figuration in the Islamic world being
dominated by the arts of Christendom and the Mediterranean.
These are, in any case, less relevant to the eastern Islamic world
in the tenth through twenty-first centuries than they are to the

1 Large Buddha, 5th7th century, before
destruction, Bamiyan
(photo: Richard
Edwards, courtesy of
ACSAA Color Slide
Project, University of
Michigan, #2871)

Levant in the eighth.10 The discussion is intended to construct
a context for the final part of the essay, in which the destruction
of the Bamiyan Buddhas will be reconsidered. It will be argued
that their obliteration indexed not a timeless response to figuration but a calculated engagement with a culturally specific
discourse of images at a particular historical moment.
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2 Large Buddha, after its destruction
in 2001, Bamiyan (photo: Corbis.Com)
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Proscriptive Texts and Iconoclastic Praxis
The opposition to figuration in Islam is based not on
Qur'anic scripture but on various Traditions of the Prophet,
the Hadith.'1 The two principal objections to figuration in
the prescriptive texts are a concern with not usurping divine
creative powers12 and a fear of shirk, a term that came to
mean polytheism and idolatry but originally meant associating other gods with God.'13 Both suggest a concern with the
materialism of worship in non-Islamic traditions. While Muslim polemicists frequently accused those of other faiths of
indulging in polytheism and idolatry, however, it is important
to remember that such accusations were a stock-in-trade of
medieval religious polemics, even monotheist polemics.14
Muslims themselves are often accused of idolatiy in Christian
and Jewish polemical texts, which might compare Muslim
veneration of the Ka'ba and the practices associated with it to
those of the (self-evidently idolatrous) Hindus. '
There is a general consensus in the Hadith forbidding all

representations that have shadows (whose defacement is
obligatory), and some schools of thought go so far as to liken
artists to polytheists.' Such proscriptions were undoubtedly a
factor in both promoting aniconism (the eschewal of figural
imagery) and motivating acts of iconoclasm (the destruction
or mutilation of existing figural imagery), but their impact on
the arts in general varied greatly according to time and
place.17 After initial experiments, the substitution of text for
figural imagery on gold coins in 696-97 (and on silver two
years later) marked a decisive moment in the development of
an official iconography, with the epigraphic issues of the
Umayyad caliphate establishing an enduring precedent for
Islamic numismatics."8 Even after this date, however, variations in attitudes to figuration existed, for some later Islamic
rulers issued coins bearing figural imagery.'1'
The decoration of early Islamic palaces, lavishly ornamented
with sculpture and paintings containing anthropomorphic elements (including Christian priests and churches), stands in
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3 Rosewater sprinkler with anthropomorphizing epigraphy,
eastern Iran or Afghanistan, bronze, ca. 1200. Copenhagen,
The David Collection, inv. no. 65/1998
contrast to the religious architecture of the same period, in
which the ornament is primarily vegetal and epigraphic.20 The
aniconic decoration of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem
(691-92) and of early Islamic mosques points to a distinction
between secular and religious art, which is clearly demonstrated
in the facade of the mid-eighth-century palace of Mshatta in
Jordan, on which the use of figural ornament is interrupted at a
point corresponding to the location of an interior mosque.21
There are, however, anomalies: it was only in 785 that the
figures (tamathil)on a silver Syrian censer donated by the caliph
CUmar (r. 634-44) to the mosque of Medina were rendered
innocuous (probably by decapitation; see below) by the governor of the city.22 This remedial action falls within the period in
which the earliest traditions regarding images were codified,
according to a recent reevaluation, hinting at further shifts in
attitudes to figuration between the late seventh and late eighth
centuries.23

Detailed studies of figural ornament in medieval Islamic
religious architecture are few and far between (medieval
Anatolia being better represented than most other regions of
the Islamic world in this respect),24 but as a general rule,
figuration continued to be eschewed in the decoration of
medieval mosques and madrasas (religious schools). Occasional exceptions include pre-Islamic monuments converted
for use as mosques, in which figural ornament was often, but
not always, defaced.25 In those mosques and madrasas where
figural ornament did appear,26 it was generally avoided in the
area around the prayer niche (mihrab), in accordance with
specific injunctions, but even here exceptions exist.27
By contrast, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic images proliferated in the secular arts. The ubiquity of figural ornament is
especially noticeable in the arts of the eastern Islamic world
from the eleventh century on, where one finds even threedimensional sculpture produced in a wide range of media.28
Neither abstract ornament nor epigraphy (which assumed some
of the iconographic value of figural ornament) was immune to
the tendency toward figuration, with ambiguous zoomorphic
forms emerging from vegetal scrolls and the stems of letters
inscribed on some medieval objects acquiring heads, eyes, and
other anthropomorphic facial features (Fig. 3).29
There is no evidence to suggest that the divine image was
represented in the Islamic world (despite occasional tendencies toward anthropomorphism), but in the eastern Islamic
world, depictions of the prophet Muhammad survive from
the thirteenth century on.30 In later paintings the Prophet is
sometimes (but not always) portrayed with his face veiled or
otherwise obscured; this reticence about the face finds a
counterpart in the activities of medieval iconoclasts in the
Islamic world, as we shall see below.
The profusion of figural ornament in every imaginable
artistic medium attests that the gap between proscription and
practice could be a wide one. Medieval Islamic attitudes to
figuration varied from individual to individual and could
change over time, or with the advent of new political regimes
with different cultural values. Consequently, Muslims opposed to icons of various sorts, whether the art of previous
Muslim generations or those of the cultures with which Islam
came in contact, developed practical strategies for dealing
with them. Just as rabbinical tradition suggested ways of
neutralizing existing images that satisfied the spirit (if not
always the letter) ofJewish proscriptions on figuration, so the
Hadith afforded some guidance as to what to do with images.31 Two basic alternatives emerge from the various Traditions dealing with figuration: recontextualization in a manner that made clear that the images were in no way venerated
(by reusing figural textiles as floor cushions, for example), or
decapitation, so that they became inanimate, that is, devoid
of a soul (rfuh).32Interestingly, no distinction appears to be
made between two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations. Defacement (or the mutilation of the affective
parts of the face, such as the eyes and nose) often substituted
for decapitation, a practice that finds a precedent in early
accounts of the prophet Muhammad's iconoclastic activities,
such as this passage in the ninth-century Book of Idols:
When on the day he conquered Mecca, the Apostle of God
appeared before the KaCbah, he found the idols arrayed
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around it. Thereupon he started to pierce their eyes with
the point of his arrow, saying, "Truth is come and falsehood is vanished. Verily, falsehood is a thing that vanisheth [QurCan 17:81]." He then ordered that they be
knocked down, after which they were taken out and
burned.33
Although the phenomenon has never occasioned serious
study, from medieval Andalusia to Iran one finds all of the
practices outlined above employed by Muslims against images
created by other Muslims.34 Some of this iconoclastic activity
undoubtedly arose from individuals acting on their own initiative. A good example of such private initiative is described
amid a lively account by the Ottoman writer Evliya Qelebi of
an auction of fine goods held by the pasha of Bitlis in eastern
Anatolia in 1655. Potential bidders apparently were allowed
to peruse the goods in their quarters overnight, for our tale
concerns one individual who showed a penchant for an illustrated manuscript of the Shah-Nama, the Persian Book of
Kings:
When the witty fellow brought it to his tent and began
leafing through, he saw that it contained miniatures.
Painting being forbidden according to his belief, he took
his Turkish knife and scraped the narcissus eyes of those
depicted, as though he were poking out their eyes, and
thus he poked holes in all the pages. Or else he drew lines
over their throats, claiming that he had throttled them. Or
he rubbed out the faces and garments of the pretty lads
and girls with phlegm and saliva from his mouth. Thus in
a single moment he spoiled with his spit a miniature that
a master painter could not have completed in an entire
month.... When the auctioneer opens the book and sees
that all the miniatures are ruined, he cries, "People of
Muhammed! See what this philistine has done to this
Shah-name.... he poked out the eyes or cut the throats of
all the people in the pictures with his knife, or rubbed out
their faces with a shoe-sponge."35
That the offending iconoclast was eventually lashed and
stoned as his punishment for defacing the manuscript serves
as a reminder of just how contested the issue of figuration
could be, even between Muslims. The drawing of a line across
the throat should be understood (as the auctioneer clearly
understood it) as a symbolic decapitation, which in the case
of other painted images and sculptures often found more
literal expression (Figs. 4, 5). The practice is attested by a
number of surviving manuscripts and miniature paintings,
most famously the thirteenth-century St. Petersburg Maqamat
(Fig. 6).36 Equally, the effacement (or, more correctly, defacement) of the image and the particular focus on the eyes
are consistently evident in the work of Muslim iconoclasts
from the early Islamic period on (Fig. 7), although by no
means exclusive to them.37
The anecdote cited above illustrates the uneven and sometimes inconsistent ways in which a lingering unease with
figuration in the Islamic world could serve to inspire the
iconoclastic practices of pious individuals. In addition to such
individual initiatives, it is possible to identify "state-sponsored" iconoclastic moments whose primary target could be
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either the symbols of the "other" or the art produced during
the reigns of Muslim predecessors. The edict against images
issued by the caliph Yazid in 721 is an early example of the
first type, even if recent research suggests that contemporary
alterations of church mosaics are likely to have been undertaken by local Christian communities rather than knife-wielding iconoclasts sent by the caliph.38 Whether these changes
resulted from internal scruples about figuration or external
pressure generated by Muslim opposition to images is unclear, but the central issue, within early Muslim-Christian
polemic, was the veneration of icons rather than the question
of images per se.39 Moreover, as the embodiment of both a
major doctrinal difference between Christianity and Islam
(the resurrection of Christ) and a symbol of Christian hegemony associated with the Byzantine enemy, the cross was a
more consistent target of iconoclastic polemics than the
icon.40 In this regard, it might be compared to the minbar
(pulpit) in a mosque, which was the place from which the
loyalty of the community to a given ruler was publicly affirmed in the sermon (khuttba) each Friday. As a symbol of
both religious and political authority, the minbar no less than
the cross was also targeted for desecration or destruction by
those Muslims who rejected the political authority that it
embodied, often for religious reasons.41
An iconoclastic moment of the second type, primarily directed against the art produced by earlier Muslims (although it
included the destruction of Hindu icons), occurred in Delhi in
the fourteenth century. This was part of a broader reassertion of
orthodoxy by Sultan Firuz Shah Tughluq (r. 1351-88), who
records its impact in his apologia:
In former times it had been the custom to wear ornamented garments, and men received robes as tokens of
honor from kings' courts. Figures and devices were
painted and displayed on saddles, bridles, and collars, on
censers, on goblets and cups, and flagons, on dishes and
ewers, in tents, on curtains and on chairs, and upon all
articles and utensils. Under Divine guidance and favour I
ordered all pictures and portraits to be removed from
these things, and that such articles only should be made as
are approved and recognised by Law [SharC'a]. Those
pictures and portraits which were painted on the doors
and walls of palaces I ordered to be effaced [mahw].42
Archaeological evidence suggests that ceramic vessels with
figural imagery in Firuz Shah's palace were indeed smashed
at this time, while contemporary texts refer to prohibited
images being replaced with depictions of gardens and trees,
in accordance with the proscriptions on figuration.43
As far as we can tell, the practices described by Firuz Shah
Tughluq are similar to those employed against images carved
on the architectural elements from Hindu temples reused in
Indian mosques during the preceding century (Fig. 7). A
considerable investment of energy and resources evidently
went into both undertakings, reminding us that the determinants of iconoclasm are not just political or religious but also
economic, and that the iconoclastic process can be bureaucratic, calculated, and protracted.44 The picture is further
complicated by the fact that many instances of Islamic iconoclasm, including those witnessed in early Indian mosques,
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appear to be the product of a negotiation between iconoclasts and iconophiles, with the latter modifying existing
images either for financial remuneration or to prevent more
extensive alterations by those opposed to figuration.4' This
being so, it might be useful to make a distinction here between instrumentaliconoclasm, in which a particular action is
executed in order to achieve a greater goal, and expressive
iconoclasm, in which the desire to express one's beliefs or
give vent to one's feelings is achieved by the act itself.-4
In many cases, the use of decapitation and defacement by

.I. j.

of
4 Princely feast, from the Kihamnsa
Nizami, Iran, 1574-75, with later
iconoclastic alterations. London, India
Office Libraly ms 1129, fol. 29 (photo:
By permission of The British Library)

Muslim iconoclasts represents not expressive iconoclasm but
a type of instrumental iconoclasm, for it permitted the licit
sutvival of preexisting images in the prescribed way, albeit in
altered form. Destruction is, by its nature, difficult to confirm, but all the evidence indicates that iconoclasts in the
medieval Islamic world only rarely destroyed images, in the
sense of physically obliterating them. This is true even for
those textual accounts of expressive iconoclasm that appear
to describe clear-cut cases of image destruction. In 1528, for
example, the Mughal emperor Babur (r. 1526-30) recorded
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5 Luster tile, Iran, early 14th century,
with later iconoclastic alterations (the
heads of the birds removed). St.
Petersburg, the State Hermitage
Museum, inv. no. IR-1364

his response to a number of monumental rock-cut Jain
tirthankaras encountered on a visit to a suburb of Gwalior:
"On the southern side is a large idol, approximately 20 yards
tall. They are shown stark naked with all their private parts
Urwahi is not a bad place. In fact, it is rather
exposed....
nice. Its one drawback was the idols, so I ordered them
destroyed."47 An archaeological coda to Babur's tale indicates
that "destruction" did not involve the total obliteration of the
images, which survived minus their heads, and were later
4
provided with stucco replacements.
Evidently, references to
destruction in medieval texts and inscriptions, whether referring to images or buildings, need to be treated with caution.
This is not necessarily because such texts were written to
deceive (although we should consider the claims they make
in relation to the audience that they addressed) but because
"destruction," in Arabic and Persian texts and epigraphs, like
"reconstruction" in Roman texts, "was a general and nondenotative ideal, the expression of which could take several
forms."49
Just as references to reconstruction in Roman rebuilding
texts may "have been more visually meaningful to the reader
in the context of an improved surface appearance with minimal structural change,"'51 so "destruction" in medieval Islamic texts could meaningfully refer to transformations of
buildings and objects that fell far short of physical obliteration. When motivated by iconoclasm, such transformations
are consistently focused on the head and face; although
Babur was apparently offended by the nudity of the Jain
images, he "destroyed" them by amputating the head rather
than any other body part. This is consistent with iconoclastic
practice elsewhere in South Asia and in other parts of the
Islamic world.5' In some cases, desecration and ritual defilement were considered sufficient to "destroy" religious icons
by demonstrating their impotence in the face of such an
affront, an intention that also underlies some iconoclastic
practice in medieval Europe.52 Seen in this light, the dichot-

omy between creation and destruction that underlies much
writing on iconoclasm offers too reductive a reading of iconoclastic practice.53 As the Hadith dealing with images stiggest,
and iconoclastic practice in the medieval Islamic world implies, this was less an attempt to negate the image than to
neutralize it.
Religious "otherness" clearly was not the sole determinant
of Islamic iconoclasm, for, as the examples scattered throughout this essay indicate, the kinds of iconoclastic practices
associated with the treatment of non-Islamic imagely by medieval Muslims were indistinguishable from those that Muslim iconoclasts employed against images made by their coreligionists. In terms of these practices, Muslim iconoclasts are
themselves indistinguishable from other types of iconoclasts,
for the same focus on the head and face is a feature of
Roman, Early Christian, and Byzantine iconoclasm, and the
eyes of fifteenth-century Catholic images were scratched out
by sixteenth-century Protestant reformers, even as French
revolutionaries decapitated the icons of the ancien regime.4
In all of these cases, "The aim is to render images powerless,
to deprive them of those parts which may be considered to
embody their effectiveness. This is why images are very often
mutilated rather than wholly destroyed."3' The undertaking
highlights a fundamental ambiguity regarding the status of
the image, which lies at the heart of much iconoclastic practice. The destruction of the idol assailed by the prophet
Muhammad in the passage from the Book of Idols cited above
is divided into different moments, which seem to index respectively a process of neutralization and destruction often
repeated in later Muslim encounters with idols.'() The hiatus
between the two moments is a crucial one, suggesting as it
does that the idol is imbued with a degree of animation or
efficacy, whose source is to be sought perhaps in the supernatural presences inhabiting some of the idols encountered
in other accounts of the Prophet's iconoclastic activities.'7
The notion that the image is the abode of a malign spirit or
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The pictures of the revered saints had been erased from
the very walls-symbols which supplied the place of books
and reading to the humble worshippers of God and
aroused devotion in the minds of the simple people, so
praiseworthy for their devout piety. On these the Turks
had spent their rage as if on living persons;they had gouged
out eyes, mutilated noses, and daubed the pictures with
mud and filth."'
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determined by Prophetic precedent, but it also accords with
the way in which shame, transgression, or lack of fidelity was
inscribed on the body of contemporaiy living beings. It is
particularly striking that the Hindu icons destroyed as part of
Firuz Shah Tughluq's reassertion of orthodoxy were burned
in a place otherwise reserved for public executions and the
punishment of criminals.'i:
The treatment of anthropomorphic images as if they were
animate beings is a recurring characteristic of pre- and earl),
modern iconoclasm that was already apparent to medieval
observers.';4 In his description of the damage done to Christian images in the churches of Antioch during the Seljuq
occupation of the city in the late eleventh century, William of
Tyre notes:

''''. . ''
'

' .- .'

'- ".

6 Maqamatof al-Hariri, Iraq, ca. 1240, with later iconoclastic
alterations, fol. 32v. St. Petersburg, the Russian Academy of
Sciences

that it possesses quasimagical powers,'8 which seems to underlie the concern shown by the Hadith with "deanimating"
existing images by depriving them of a soul (ri.h), contrasts
with the emphasis on the impotence of idols and images in
most writings on the subject within the Old Testament tradition espoused by Islam. '' The idea that the image is both
inert matter and the potential abode of evil or malevolent
spirits is, however, common to both Zoroastrian and Early
Christian polemics against images.?'o The ambiguities arising
from the dual status of the image are reflected in the practices of Muslim iconoclasts in South Asia (and undoubtedly
elsewhere), a point well made by Andre Wink:
It was essential to render the image powerless, to remove
them from their consecrated contexts. Selective dilapidation could be sufficient to that purpose. It is hard to gauge
the depth of religious convictions here. Did fear play a
role in the iconoclastic destruction of the early Muslim
conquerors in India? Were the images destroyed, desecrated or mutilated because they were potent or impotent?"'

To put the question another way, should the drawing of a line
across the throat be understood as "an effort to indicate the
inanimate and therefore nonreal status of the figures,"('- or as
an attempt to deprive them of the possibility of animation, as
the Hadith seem to imply? One answer lies in the way images
were treated, and the focus on the head, eyes, and nose. This
may have been intended to neutralize images in a manner

If we are to believe recent anthropological and art historical
scholarship on iconoclasm, the "confusion" of signifier and
signified noted here arises from a universal tendency to invest
the image with the capacity for animation to varying degrees.(J( Visiting vengeance or shame on the image as if on
the body of a living person, iconoclasts engage with the image
as if it were animate. Reports of Taliban officials reproving
the statue of a seminaked bodhisattva in the Kabul Museum
by slapping it across the face suggest how remarkable the
degree of' engagement with the icon can be. I will return to
this episode below.
Bamiyan and Medieval Afghan Iconoclasm
The rock-cut tirthankaras of Gwalior that offended Babur
recall the Bamiyan Buddhas in more than stature or medium;
the latter may also have been the target of medieval iconoclasts. Even before their destruction in 2001, both Buddhas
were faceless above chin level (Fig. 8).'7 Ironically, many of
those who bemoaned the destruction of the Bamiyan Buddhas but were unfamiliar with them assumed that this fate was
illustrated by images of the Buddhas beforethe Taliban had
attacked them. It has often been stated that the Buddhas
were originally provided with masks of wood or copper, but
little evidence has been adduced for this. It is equally possible
that the upper parts of the faces were deliberately mutilated,
reflecting the activities of medieval iconoclasts, for whom the
face would have been an obvious target.'8 Buddhist monastic
institutions in the Bamiyan Valley suffered iconoclastic damage even before the advent of Islam: in the fifth or early sixth
century the Hephtalite ("White Hun") ruler Mihirikula, who
had Shaivite leanings and was opposed to Buddhism, is said
to have destroyed the monastic settlement at Bamiyan.(i'
Despite such setbacks, Buddhism continued to flourish here
after the advent of Islam, for there were practicing Buddhists
in the valley as late as the ninth or tenth century, and even in
the eleventh century it was not fully Islamicized.70 The wealth
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7 Reused capital with face removed,
probably at the time of construction,
late 12th or early 13th century. Chaurasi
Khamba Mosque, Kaman, Rajasthan

(photo: the author)

of the Bamiyan monasteries attracted the attention of hostile
rulers, and in 870 the Saffarid ruler Ya'qub ibn Layth (r.
867-79) raided the area, seized a number of precious metal
icons, and is said to have destroyed a temple.7 The removal
of the faces, if the result of iconoclastic activity, might have
been undertaken at this time, for the practice of defacing
pre-Islamic anthropoinorphic images was certainly known in
eastern Iran in the ninth and tenth centuries. In his histoiy of
Bukhara, for example, the tenth-century writer Narshaki describes pre-Islamic doors reused in the Great Mosque of
Bukhara, which bore the images of "idols" with their faces
erased, but were otherwise intact.72
Any iconoclastic transformations of the Buddhas did little
to dampen their enthusiastic reception by medieval Muslims,
however. Between the tenth and thirteenth centuries, the
Bamiyan Buddhas were often referred to in Arabic and Persian literature,

where

(along with remains of Buddhist

stupas

and frescoes) they were depicted as marvels and wonders.73
Several writers emphasize that nowhere in the world can one
find anything to equal the Bamiyan Buddhas, popularly
known as Surkh-but (red idol) and Khink-but (gray idol).T
Medieval accotints of the Bamiyan Buddhas often locate
them within discussions of Indian religious practices and
iconolatry, topics that were to increasingly preoccupy Arab
and Persian writers as the cultural contacts between eastern
Iran and India grew between the tenth and twelfth centuries,

8 Small Buddha, Bamiyan, detail of the face before destruction (photo: Courtesy of the Conway Library, Courtauld
Institute of Art)
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the result of military conquest and trade.75 The idols
(asanam) of Bamiyan were the subject of a lost work by the
celebrated scholar al-Biruni, whose book on India, including
a sophisticated explication of Indian religion and image worship, has survived.76
Paradoxically, this eleventh-century work was written at the
court of Mahmud of Ghazna, a historical figure who has
assumed a paradigmatic role as the Muslim iconoclast par
excellence in South Asia.77 As was the case in other parts of
the Islamic world, iconoclastic practice in medieval Afghanistan existed within a spectrum of responses to the image
(religious or otherwise), which also included aesthetic appreciation, awe, fascination, revulsion, and scholarship. An indication of the rather complex attitude to figuration that prevailed at the Ghaznavid court is provided by the ubiquity of
three-dimensional sculpture and anthropomorphic reliefs
and frescoes, which led to admiring comparisons with idol
temples in the work of contemporary poets.78 References to
non-Muslim religious idols (but) and idol temples (but-khane)
appear elsewhere in the poetry of the period as emblems of
physical beauty or indexes of constancy and fidelity to a
beloved.79 Mahmud "the idol-breaker" also issued bilingual
Indian coins with a Sanskrit legend in which Muhammad is
described as the avatar of God, a concept that, while somewhat unorthodox in an Islamic context, was clearly intended
to frame Islamic doctrine within an Indic paradigm.80 In the
following century, Afghan rulers of India went further, continuing coin issues featuring the images of Hindu deities,
despite their portrayal in contemporary histories and inscriptions as bastions of religious orthodoxy. However economically sensible this numismatic continuity may have been, it
alerts us once again to the divergence between the normative
values underlying textual rhetoric and the pragmatic concerns that governed actual practice when it came to the issue
of figuration and non-Muslim religious imagery.81
Further paradoxes lie in the fact that the central event of
Islamic iconoclasm in South Asia concerns not, as one might
expect, a precious metal anthropomorphic icon but a linga,
an aniconic stone image of Shiva, brought to Afghanistan.
The linga was housed in one of the most celebrated temples
of medieval India, which stood in the coastal town of Somnath in Gujarat. In 1025 Mahmud raided Somnath and
looted its temple. According to some renditions of the tale,
the temple Brahmans attempted to ransom the icon, offering
vast amounts for its safety. Mahmud rejected the offer, famously repudiating the idea that he should be known as a
broker of idols rather than a breaker of them.82 The linga was
subsequently broken, and part of it used to form the threshold of the entrance to the mosque of Ghazna, a practice for
which there are earlier textual and archaeological parallels,
not just in the Islamic world.83 The remainder was thrown
down in the hippodrome (maydan) of Ghazna, where itjoined
a decapitated bronze image of Vishnu, looted on a previous
Indian expedition.84 According to other accounts, it was set
at the entrance to Mahmud's palace, so that the thresholds of
both palace and mosque were composed of fragments of the
linga.85

The Somnath episode is traditionally seen as pitting a
monolithic South Asian iconophilia against a monolithic
Muslim iconophobia. Just as divergent attitudes to images are

represented simultaneously in the culture of medieval Afghanistan, however, it is becoming increasingly obvious that
the relationship between figuration and veneration in medieval South Asia was considerably more complex than has
been acknowledged to date. Images were contested between
different sects and faiths, sometimes leading to the desecration and destruction of portable icons or the erasure and
mutilation of images in temples and shrines.86 Such events
often occurred at times of military conquest or political
change and may be seen as reflecting the close interrelations
between centers of political and religious authority in medieval South Asia. The relation between icon and ruler is
particularly well documented for the Shiva linga,87 whose
looting, display, and desecration clearly carried a powerful
political message, even if framed within the context of orthodox conformity.
The looting of portable icons was a common practice in
medieval South Asian warfare even before the advent of the
Muslims in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.88 Ignoring the
lurid idol-bashing rhetoric of the medieval Islamic sources,
therefore, the triumphalism inherent in the seizure and display of the Somnath linga in the dynastic shrines of Ghazna
was in no way at odds with the rhetoric of contemporary
South Asian kingship. What does distinguish Ghaznavid practice is the treatment afforded the linga and other looted
Hindu icons brought to Ghazna.89 Although images were
sometimes subjected to destruction in medieval South Asia,
looted icons were usually treated with respect and incorporated into the victor's pantheon in a subordinate capacity,
often as doorkeepers. While invoking the "Hindu trope by
which defeated enemies were subordinated into door guardians," the Somnath linga became the focus of a kind of
performative iconoclasm, recontextualized to be trampled on
in a quotidian repudiation of idolatry by the populace of
Ghazna.90 Although this gesture is usually viewed through the
lens of religious rhetoric, it also represents the literal enactment of a metaphoric conceit common to medieval Islamic
and South Asian rulers by which a victor claims to have
trampled the defeated underfoot. The idea is enshrined in
the titles of the Ghaznavid sultans, who (along with many
other eastern Islamic dynasts) styled themselves "lords of the
necks of the people," a title that, while politically charged,
was devoid of any sectarian associations.9' The motif of a
victorious ruler trampling a defeated rival was a common
expression of royal victory rhetoric that was often adopted by
iconoclasts; the use of a shoe sponge to erase the painted
faces of book illustrations in the anecdote cited earlier shows
how adaptable the concept was.92 Similar adaptations are
evident in medieval South Asia, where epigraphic claims of
kings to have placed their feet on the necks of defeated rivals
seem to be reflected in a remarkable series of tenth-century
images from eastern India (an area contested between Buddhist and Hindu sects) that show Buddhist deities trampling
their Hindu equivalents.93
Within an Islamic context, the trampling of the displayed
icon is a necessary condition of its performance in this theatrical commemoration of victory, for it obviates any accusation that the icon was venerated, extending a general principle established in the Hadith (by which an anthropomorphic
image may be tolerated if sat or trampled on) to an aniconic
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image of Shiva.94 Other of the Hindu icons displayed in
Ghazna were decapitated, in accordance with the alternative
mode prescribed for displayed images.
The trampling of the tutelary deities of defeated rulers, no
less than their display within the shrines of the victorious,
highlights the role of such icons as synecdoches, whose treatment in secondary contexts is directly related to their ability
to articulate the idea of incorporation, however notional.95 In
both Islamic and Indic discourses of looting, the recontextualized icon, whether desecrated or venerated, affirmed the
center while indexing the shifting periphery. The geographic
dispersal of religious authority and political power in the
medieval Islamic world was often reflected in the treatment
of looted icons. YaCqubibn Layth dispatched the icons seized
in Bamiyan to the caliph in Baghdad, for example, with a
request that they be forwarded to Mecca, thus situating the
indexes of his territorial expansion within the key centers of
religious and political authority.96 Mahmud's reported dispatch of fragments from the Somnath icon to Mecca and
Medina provides a more literal reflection of this cultural
fragmentation.97
As a heterotopia dedicated to the collection and display of
defunct and antique icons, Mahmud's mosque at Ghazna has
much in common with the European museum, especially
those museums established to commemorate the work of
European missionaries.98 In both cases selected objects assume a didactic function as visual cognates of a concept of
progress indexed by the end of idolatry; the recontextualized
idol indexes a bringing into the fold dependent on the
shifting economic, cultural, and military frontier. Within the
European museum, exotic religious icons could also be assimilated as visually interesting in their own right, and even as
art objects, a transmutation reflected in Mark Twain's description of nineteenth-century Banaras as "a vast museum of
idols."99 The hegemonic connotations of this shift from cult
to culture came to the fore in surprising ways during the
recent Bamiyan episode.
Mullah Omar and the Museum
As the examples discussed above indicate, Muslim iconoclasts
have historically availed themselves of a number of options
sanctioned by tradition that fall far short of physical obliteration; the Bamiyan Buddhas may themselves have attested
this, as did the erasure of the faces of figural images in public
places in Kabul after the advent of the Taliban.100 Although
the act invoked the rhetoric of the Islamic past or was represented as a reversion to medieval practice, by either standard
the destruction of the celebrated Bamiyan Buddhas was
highly anomalous. We may never know for certain why the
Taliban altered their previous policy on pre-Islamic antiquities in February 2001. The edict that inspired the action and
the various pronouncements that followed suggest, however,
that the Taliban's iconoclastic outburst was a peculiarly modern phenomenon, an act that, "under the cover of archaic
justifications, functioned according to a very contemporary
logic."101 The timing of the edict, and the fact that it reverses
an earlier undertaking to protect the Buddhist antiquities of
Afghanistan, suggest these events had less to do with an
eternal theology of images than with the Taliban's immediate
relation to the international community, which had recently
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imposed sanctions in response to the regime's failure to
expel Osama bin Laden.'02
The Wahhabi version of Islam espoused by the regime's
Saudi guest may have played a role in the events of February
2001, for the destruction of objects and monuments considered the focus of improper veneration has been a characteristic of Wahhabism from its inception.103 However, as Dario
Gamboni has pointed out, "often elaborately staged destructions ... of works of art must be considered as means of
communication in their own right, even if the 'material' they
make use of is-or was-itself a tool of expression or communication."104 In this case, the eventual transport of Western journalists to the site to record the void left by the
Buddhas' destruction (Fig. 2) suggests that the intended
audience for this communique was neither divine nor local
but global: for all its recidivist rhetoric, this was a performance designed for the age of the Internet.
One can make a good case that what was at stake here was
not the literal worship of religious idols but their veneration
as cultural icons. In particular, there are reasons for thinking
that the Taliban edict on images represented an onslaught
on cultural fetishism focused on the institution of the museum as a locus of contemporary iconolatry. The uncritical
reception of a rationale that appeared to confirm Orientalist
constructions of "Islamic iconoclasm" as an essential cultural
value served to obscure a number of paradoxes that hint at
the broader cultural significance of the events.105 To begin
with, there are no Buddhists left in Afghanistan to explain the
curious concern about the worship and respect afforded the
idols in Mullah Omar's edict (see App. below), a fact acknowledged in the Taliban's paradoxical statement that the
presence of practicing Buddhists in the country would have
guaranteed the continued existence of the images.106 Moreover, it should be borne in mind that the destruction of
monumental sculpture was part of a broader iconoclastic
program that arguably had its most disastrous effects not on
images still in situ but on those housed in what was left of the
museums of Afghanistan.107 According to one report, the
Bamiyan episode was initiated after Taliban officials, horrified at being confronted by a seminaked bodhisattva in the
Kabul Museum, slapped it across the chest and face.108
Apocryphal though this story may be, in subsequent statements, Mullah Omar made clear the perceived relationship
between iconolatry and the museum. Faced with the threat to
destroy the Buddhist icons, Western institutions offered to
purchase the offending items, in effect legitimizing the practice of looting Afghan antiquities from which some had benefited in the preceding decades. In an attempt to save some
artifacts, Philippe de Montebello, the director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, pleaded with the Taliban, "Let us remove them so that they are in the context of an
art museum, where they are cultural objects, works of art and
not cult images."1'09The response of Mullah Omar was telling, although its significance was missed at the time. The
mullah replied on Radio Sharica by posing the rhetorical
question to the international Muslim community: "Do you
prefer to be a breaker of idols or a seller of idols?""0 If the
question sounds familiar, it was intended to, for it self-consciously invokes the very words attributed to Sultan Mahmud
of Ghazna when confronted with the offer of the Somnath
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Brahmans to ransom their icon.11' Although iconoclasm is
often stigmatized as an act stemming from ignorance,112 this
was a gesture that was particularly well informed about its
own historical precedents. The artful mining of the Islamic
past for authoritative precedent recalls Mullah Omar's earlier
"rediscovery" of the celebrated burda (cloak) of the Prophet,
in a Kandahar museum, which made it possible for him to
align himself with a historical chain of caliphs who had
earlier laid claim to this cloak of legitimacy.113
The significance of these events was not lost in India, where
the Somnath episode still resonates politically."14 In contrast
to the dominant Western view that the Bamiyan debacle
evidenced the eternal medievalism of Islam, in India it was
represented as the return of the repressed. Jaswant Singh,
foreign minister of a Hindu nationalist government, told the
Indian parliament that India "has been cautioning the world
against this regression into medieval barbarism."'15 Accordingly, the traditional tropes of medieval desecration were
invoked in a very modern way, with the radical Vishwa Hindu
Parishad (World Hindu Council) protesting outside the
United Nations headquarters in Delhi threatening to destroy
Indian mosques in response to the destruction of the Buddhas."l6 In turn, a Taliban spokesman in New York weakly
suggested that the actions in Bamiyan were in fact a (much
delayed) response to the destruction of the Babri Mosque at
Ayodhya in 1992, in whose wake large numbers of Indian
citizens perished in sectarian violence.117
The truly global implications of this event derive, however,
from the fact that Mullah Omar's words were directed not
eastward, toward the Hindus of India or the Buddhist communities beyond, but westward, toward European and American museum directors seeking to ransom the ill-fated images. By his careful choice of language, Mullah Omar
appropriated the authority of the Mahmud legend while
transposing the Brahmanical guardians of a religiously idolatrous past with the museological purveyors of a culturally
idolatrous

present. 11

The idea of the museum as the locus of a kind of idolatry
may seem absurd, since the distinction between cult icon and
art object is an ancient one in Western epistemology and,
historically, has tended to be asserted as a defense against
radical acts of iconoclasm.119 Moreover, as a response to
the institution of the
French revolutionary iconoclasm,'20
museum is itself the signifier of a shift from cult to culture
that has indexed the transition to modernity in the West from
at least the eighteenth century on.'12 If this was some idiosyncratic misreading of Western cultural institutions and values, however, it finds an uncanny echo in the writing of
Walter Benjamin and others, for whom the original use value
of the artifact continues to inform its reception as an art
object.'22 Although rooted in the "timeless theology of images" paradigm that I have criticized here, the tension between Abdullah's reading of the "Wonder House" of Lahore
as the locus of idolatry and Kim's perception of it as a
governmental institution for the dissemination of Western
rationality in my epigraph anticipates a paradox highlighted
in the work of a modern anthropologist such as Alfred Gell:
I cannot tell between religious and aesthetic exaltation;
art-lovers, it seems to me, actually do worship images in

most of the relevant senses, and explain away their de
facto idolatry by rationalizing it as aesthetic awe. Thus, to
write about art at all is, in fact, to write about either
religion, or the substitute for religion which those who
have abandoned the outward forms of received religions
content themselves with.123
As its etymology (and often its architecture) implies, the
museum is a type of secular temple, a "temple of resonance,"
within which modernity is equated with the desacralization
and even "silencing" of inanimate objects by their transmutation into museological artifacts.'24 The ability of these
muted idols to speak in novel ways is intrinsic to their existence as art, however. This is clear from one of the foundation documents of the modern museum, Abbe Gr6goire's
1794 call for an institution to protect French national patrimony from the depredations of revolutionary iconoclasm: "In
this statue, which is a work of art, the ignorant see only a
piece of crafted stone: let us show them that this piece of
marble breathes, that this canvas is alive, and that this book is
an arsenal with which to defend their rights."125The work of
David Freedberg and Gell suggests that the animation implied here is something more than a metaphoric conceit. As
the latter notes, "in the National Gallery, even if we do not
commit full-blown idolatry, we do verge on it all the time," a
point that the 1978 attack on Nicolas Poussin's Adoration of the
Golden Calf was presumably intended to underline.'26 It is in
the museum that what might be crudely termed the secular
and religious discourses of Euro-American iconoclasm coincide. Given the ways in which the aesthetic, economic, and
institutional aspects of modernity are articulated around the
transmutation of the cult image into cultural icon, it is hardly
surprising that in the modern nation-state, the museum
rather the church is the primary target of "traditional" iconoclastic behavior. 12 At the other extreme, occasional attempts to venerate the museological artifact also serve to
highlight the often uneasy relationship between cult image
and cultural icon.128 Both in theory and in practice, it seems
that the distinction underlying Philippe de Montebello's appeal to the Taliban is far from clear-cut.
As its origins in European religious and revolutionary iconoclasm imply, the institution of the museum, no less than the
objects it houses, is a culturally constructed artifact, a product of
a particular cultural attitude toward the past. As Gell puts it,
We have neutralized our idols by reclassifying them as art;
but we perform obeisances before them every bit as deep
as those of the most committed idolater before his wooden
god . . . we have to recognize that the "aesthetic attitude"
is a specific historical product of the religious crisis of the
Enlightenment and the rise of Western science, and that it
has no applicability to civilizations which have not internalized the Enlightenment as we have.129
As a product of the European Enlightenment, the museum
stands among the range of institutions that construct and
project a cultural identity defined in relation to the nationstate.'31' At a global level, the institution is part of the paradoxical interplay between structural similarity and cultural
difference that characterizes the "community of nations."
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The objects it houses are central to its role in articulating and
consolidating an idea of a national culture defined in relation
to the cultures of this broader community.'31 As Carol Duncan notes, "What we see and do not see in our most prestion what terms and whose authority
gious art museums-and
we do or don't see it-involves the much larger questions of
who constitutes the community and who shall exercise the
power to define its identity."132 Historically, the museum has
often served to highlight the hegemonic nature of the "universal" values underlying the concept of nationhood that it
embodies.133 On the one hand, there is the awkward relation
between the museum, colonization, and modernity.134 On the
other, there are the tensions between the idea of the museum as
a showcase for national patrimony, the idea of art as a universal
human value, and the historical collecting practices of many
Euro-American museums vis-a-vis colonial and postcolonial
states.135 The gap between theory and practice here is often
obscured by the assertion (implicit or explicit) that the inhabitants of lands such as Afghanistan are incapable of curating
their own patrimony. This argument, a stalwart of the colonial
era that resurfaced again during the Bamiyan episode, is somewhat ironic given the damage done to many South and Central
Asian archaeological sites in the nineteenth century by European scholars collecting for museums.136 Moreover, it can be
argued that the shift in signification inherent in the resocialization of the artifact within the museum, its transmutation from
cult image to cultural icon, has much in common with the
semiotic structure of iconoclasm itself.137
In the destruction of recontextualized museum artifacts,
the literal and metaphoric senses of "iconoclasm," the destruction of images and an attack on venerated institutions,
coincide.138 It has been suggested that certain acts of iconoclasm directed against Western museums represent "protests
against exclusion from the cultural 'party game' in which
only a minority of society participates."'39 Similarly, Taliban
iconoclasm can be understood as constituting a form of
protest against exclusion from an international community in
which the de facto hegemony of the elite nations is obscured
by the rhetoric of universal values. As an index of an idea of
community that frequently falls far short of the ideal (and
nowhere more so than in Afghanistan, where superpowers
did battle by proxy), there could be few better targets to make
the point. If the destruction of Afghan antiquities in March
2001 represented an attack on "a separate Afghan identity,"140this was a concept of identity rooted in the "universal"
values of the nation-state. Just as the linga from Somnath
served to evoke a relationship between Ghazna and the wider
(Indic and Islamic) world, the Buddhas in the Kabul Museum
referenced the incorporation of Afghanistan into a global
community of nations. Their destruction represented the
definitive rejection of that ideal in favor of an equally hegemonic notion of pan-Islamic homogeneity constituted in opposition to it.141 This relationship between the art object,
Taliban iconoclasm, and the international community was
noted by Jean Frodon in an insightful article on the Bamiyan
episode, which appeared in Le Monde:
If a transcendence inhabits these objects, if a belief that
the fundamentalists perceive in opposition to their religion is associated with them, it is this and only this: to be
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perceived as art objects (which evidently was not the meaning that those who sculpted the Bamiyan giants in the fifth
century of our era gave to them). This cultural belief,
elaborated in the West, is today one of the principal ties
uniting what we call the international community (which
is far from containing the global population). It is against
this, against a rapport with a world valorizing a nonreligious relation with the invisible, that the explosive charges
that annihilated the Buddhas were placed.142
A further irony lies in the fact that the Afghan Buddhas were
ideally suited to play the role assigned to them in the Bamiyan
episode, for they first came to the attention of Western scholarship as evidence of a classical European influence on the early
medieval art of the region. Indeed, the very idea of representing
the Buddha anthropomorphically was ascribed to the impact of
"the mysteriously transmitted Grecian touch."143 Within this
epistemological tradition, the origins of both the Bamiyan Buddhas and the museum as an institution lie in the same foundational stratum of classicism on which the universalizing values of
the Enlightenment were constructed.144 It was precisely as a
reaction to the hegemonic cultural, economic, and political
power of this Enlightenment tradition that the destruction of
the Buddhas was undertaken.
The attack on the museum as an institution enshrining
idolatrous cultural values resonates with a second rationale
offered for the Taliban's iconoclastic edict: that it highlighted the hypocrisy of Western institutions. These "will give
millions of dollars to save un-Islamic stone statues but not one
cent to save the lives of Afghani men, women and children";
as Sayed Rahmatullah Hashimi, a Taliban envoy to the
United States, put it, "When your children are dying in front
of you, then you don't care about a piece of art."'45 Here, the
concern with the materiality of non-Islamic worship that we
saw articulated in the Traditions regarding figuration coincides with a critique of "Western" materialism. The reluctance of the international community to aid Afghanistan,
even in the face of a major threat of famine, derived from the
earlier imposition of sanctions, an extension to Afghanistan
of a type of collective punishment that had previously been
visited on the civilian population of Iraq, with devastating
effects. It is also worth noting that the destruction of Buddhist antiquities followed an earlier massacre of the minority
Hazara population of the Bamiyan Valley, which barely merited a mention in the European and American press, firmly
focused as it was on the issue of the Buddhas.146
In claiming to be drawing attention to a fetishistic privileging
of inanimate icons at the expense of animate beings, the Taliban find themselves in curious company, for there is a striking
parallel here with one of the most (in)famous acts of modem
European iconoclasm. On March 10, 1914, Mary Richardson
slashed Diego Velazquez's celebrated seventeenth-century work
The RokebyVenuswhere it hung in the National Gallery, London (Fig. 9). This action, undertaken as part of a broader
campaign for universal suffrage, was specifically intended
to draw attention to the treatment of the imprisoned Emmeline Pankhurst. In Richardson's own words,
I have tried to destroy the picture of the most beautiful
woman in mythological history as a protest against the
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9 Diego Velazquez, The RokehyVenus,
dletail, ca. 1640-48, after the
attack by Mary Richardson in 1914
London, The National Gallery
(photo: ? The National Gallery)
government for destroying Mrs. Pankhurst, who is the
most beautiful character in modern history. ... If there is
an outcry against my deed, let eveiyone remember that
such an outcly is an hypocrisy so long as they allow the
destruction of Mrs. Pankhurst and other beautifiul living
women, and that until the public cease to countenance
human destruction the stones cast against me for the
destruction of this picture are each an evidence against
them of artistic as well as moral and political humbug and
hypocrisy. '1"
Freedberg has pointed out that iconoclasts seeking publicity
target art objects precisely because
The wNorkhas been adored and fetishized: the fact that it
hangs in a mtseumi is sufficient testimony to that, just as
the hanging of pictures in churches is testimony to religiotus forms (or less overtly secular forms) of adoration,
worship, and fetishization. Fturthermore-especially in the
twentieth century-the better the art, the greater the comm(odity fetishism.'118

As the "idol of the marketplace," the fetishized art object
illustrates the relationship between cultural and financial
capital in a manner that highlights "the problem of the
nonuniversal and social construction of value." 149 Issues of
gender notwithstanding, it was precisely their common role
as fetishes of Western modernity that rendered The Rokeby
Venusand the Bamiyan Btiddhas desirable targets for modern
iconoclasts opposed to the values that they seemed to embody. "' Such actions reveal the double nature of the fetishized image or icon, which, as signified, can expose and even
avenge wrongs inflicted on living persons, while as signifier, it
facilitates "the dismissal of moral judgements passed on the
destruction of what 'was only a picture"' in the case of The

RokebyVenus,1'l or only stones in the case of the Buddhas. In
doing so the), exploit the potential of the art object and its
associated iconolatly to undermine the subject-object distinction in which Enlightenment epistemnology is grotunded. As
Igor Kopytoff notes in his discussion of the cultural biography
of things, "To us, a biography of a painting by Renoir that
ends up in an incinerator is as tragic, in its way, as the
152
Similar ironies
biography of a person who is murdered."
tinderlie the central paradox of iconoclasm: visiting vengeance on the fetishized icon by slapping, slashing, or smashing, iconoclasts no less than iconophiles engage with the
power (if not the animateness) of the image.1"3
None of this is intended to condone the actions of any of
the players in the events of March 2001, but it is imperative to
recognize that those events have a logic rooted not in the
fictions of an eternal or recurring medievalism but in the
realities of global modernity. The Bamiyan episode demonstrates the ease with which an index of cultural change rooted
in specific historical circumstances can be ascribed to an
essential cultural pathology. As I emphasized at the outset,
this ahistorical paradigm should be rejected in favor of approaches that historicize iconoclastic events, acknowledging
the agency of those involved, examining their motivation,
and interrogating the narratives on which we depend for our
information, whether courtly histories, fragmentary artifacts,
or Radio Shari a. In the unfortunate event that the traditional attitude to "Islamic iconoclasm" were to prevail two
hundred, five hundred, or one thousand years from now and
we came across a reference to the destruction of the Bamiyan
Buddhas, we would invariably assume that this was a typically
Islamic response to the image. In doing so, we would be
overlooking the coexistence between the Buddhas and the
Muslim population that marveled at them for over a millennium before they were obliterated by the Taliban. To miss the
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political portents in this radical break with tradition on the
part of the ruling regime would be a serious omission, as
subsequent events have demonstrated. Worse still is the fact
that to memorialize these events as just one more example of
"Islamic iconoclasm" would be to valorize the monument to
their own brand of cultural homogeneity that the Taliban
created

at Bamiyan.154

Appendix
The Taliban's Edict on Images
This is an unofficial translation of the edict concerning the
destruction of religious images, prepared by the United Nations staff in Kabul, which was compiled by the Afghanistan
Research Group (ARG) and circulated in an electronic newsletter as "News from Afghanistan" on March 2, 2001. The
edict was published in Pushtu by the state-run Bakhtar News
Agency and broadcast on Radio ShariCaon February 27, 2001.
It has not proved possible to obtain a transcript of the original text; the sole transliterated Arabic term was garnered
from among the partial translations given in other sources.
Edict issued by the Islamic State of Afghanistan, in Kandahar on the 12th of Rabiul-Awwal 1421 (February 26, 2001):
On the basis of consultations between the religious leaders of
the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, religious judgments of
the ulema and rulings of the Supreme Court of the Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan, all statues and non-Islamic shrines
located in different parts of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan must be destroyed. These statues have been and remain
shrines of unbelievers and these unbelievers continue to
worship and respect them. God Almighty is the only real
shrine [taghit] and all fake idols should be destroyed.155
Therefore, the supreme leader of the Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan has ordered all the representatives of the Ministry of Promotion of Virtue and Suppression of Vice and the
Ministries of Information to destroy all the statues. As ordered by the ulema and the Supreme Court of the Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan all the statues must be destroyed so
that no one can worship or respect them in the future.
Finbarr Barry Flood is assistant professorin the Departmentof Fine
Arts at New York University. He has held a number of research
fellowships in Europe and the United States. He is currentlycompleting his second book, which deals with the looting, gifting, and reuse
of Indian artifacts by Indo-Islamic rulers [Departmentof Fine Arts,
New YorkUniversity, New York,N.Y. 10003].
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